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SUMMARY
Bandwidth management and traffic control are critical issues to guarantee the quality of service in cognitive
radio networks. This paper exploits a network load refinement approach to achieve the efficient resource utilization and provide the required quality of service. A connection admission control approach is introduced
in cognitive radio multimedia sensor networks to provide the data transmission reliability and decrease jitter and packet end-to-end delay. In this approach, the admission of multimedia flows is controlled based
on multimedia sensors’ correlation information and traffic characteristics. We propose a problem, connection admission control optimization problem, to optimize the connection admission control operation.
Furthermore, using a proposed weighting scheme according to the correlation of flows issued by multimedia
sensors enables us to convert the connection admission control optimization problem to a binary integerprogramming problem. This problem is a kind of a Knapsack problem that is solved by a branch and bound
method. Simulation results verify the proposed admission control method’s effectiveness and demonstrate
the benefits of admission control and traffic management in cognitive radio multimedia sensor networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Because of increasing use of the wireless communications and multimedia applications, the demand
for radio resources increases. Cognitive radio (CR) technology has emerged as a promising solution
of spectrum scarcity in the spectrum-hungry networks and also of spectrum underutilization problem of low-traffic networks. CR provides dynamic spectrum access for CR-equipped unlicensed
nodes (CR users) to identify the spectrum access opportunities. There are two approaches to access
the spectrum by CR users: spectrum overlay and spectrum underlay [1]. The spectrum underlay
approach allows the data transmission of both the licensed primary users (PUs) and CR users at the
same time. The spectrum overlay approach allows the data transmission of CR users in the absence
of PUs. Dynamic spectrum access ability provides very optimistic and spectrum-efficient communication model for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) because of their event-driven communication
nature. A WSN equipped with CR technology is called CR sensor network (CRSN) [2].
Wireless sensor network supporting multimedia services has to be capable of handling burst traffic
and satisfying quality-of-service (QoS) requirements [3]. Because of the high-dynamicity nature of
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CR channels, bandwidth management and traffic control mechanisms are necessary to guarantee
the QoS requirements of multimedia applications in CRSNs. Therefore, an appropriate admission
control mechanism is needed to decide whether a new connection should be accepted or rejected
considering the PUs activity in CR channels and other network constraints. In general, connection
admission control (CAC) is a proactive type of congestion control mechanism [4, 5] to prevent
congestion. This mechanism reduces packet end-to-end delay and packet loss probability and hence
improves real-time performance [6].
To the best of our knowledge, there is no study on CAC in CRSNs. There are some studies on
CAC in cognitive radio networks (CRNs). In [7], a CAC is proposed in a CRN with spectrum underlay considering the transmission power of CR users and interference issued by their transmission
to decide about the admission of a new connection. In [8], a CAC framework is proposed based on
channel reservation for CR users and buffer size of handoff operation in order to analyze the dropping probability and blocking probability. There are some studies that proposed admission control
schemes along with cognitive channel allocation or scheduling or spectrum handoff [9–13] that are
related to admission control in lower layers of the network.
One of the unique characteristics of the WSNs is the spatial and temporal correlations of sensors’
observations. In [3], a collaborative multimedia in-network processing is suggested to avoid sending
redundant information. In [14] and [15], the scalar and visual information correlation problems of
sensors are investigated, respectively.
The correlation of sensors’ observations impacts the performance of resource-constrained sensor
networks with loss-sensitive and delay-sensitive traffic significantly. In addition, making decision
about the transmission of streams issued by multimedia sensors due to the high dynamicity of CR
channels is a challenging problem. Consequently, there is a strong motivation to propose a CAC
mechanism in order to manage correlated traffic and provide the QoS requirements of CRSNs. The
management of multimedia flows and data correlation along with spectrum management is not so
far considered in this area.
In this study, a CAC mechanism is proposed in CRSNs with spectrum overlay approach. Indeed,
the proposed mechanism consists of two admission control units: admission based on data flow
correlation and admission based on traffic characteristics. This CAC mechanism is modeled with an
optimization problem named as CAC optimization problem (CAC-OPT) by explicitly considering
the required aggregate bandwidth for the selected flows, required event reliability consideration,
and CR channel capacity. Using a proposed weighting scheme based on the spatial correlation of
multimedia sensors, the CAC-OPT is converted to a kind of a knapsack problem (binary integer
programming), which is non-deterministic polynomial-time hard, and it is solved by a proposed
branch and bound (BB) scheme [16]. The results of this solution are verified by simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the problem statement. The proposed algorithm is introduced to solve this problem in Section 3. Simulation results are presented in
Section 4, and finally, the paper concludes with some remarks in Section 5.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1. System model
Consider a wireless multimedia sensor network with a certain sensing area. A group of CR sensors,
a group of CR relay nodes, and a sink node is placed within a finite area to provide multiple views.
It is assumed that they are static in nature with pre-configured location information. Therefore, distances between the nodes and the sensing area of the nodes are fixed. Figure 1 illustrates a scenario
where sensors observe an event area and transmit their observations to the sink node. In Table I,
the used notations in this research are described. The observed multimedia flows of the CR sensors
group S D ¹S1 ; S2 ;    ; SN º are F D ¹F1 ; F2 ;    ; FN º with some correlations among them. It
is assumed that these multimedia sensors generate constant bit rate (CBR) multimedia flows. Some
CR relay nodes relay the sensed data toward the sink node. The sink node has the knowledge of
number of nodes, sensing area, bandwidth of relay nodes, rates of flows, and PU’s activities and has
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Network configuration with multimedia sensors, relay sensor nodes, and sink node. CR,
cognitive radio.
Table I. Notation table.
Parameter
Si
Fi ; Fi
NS ; NR ; NP
NC
CH
C
rd ; ra
ts ; fs
to
Pf
Pd
Dth
Wi

Meaning
i -th sensor node
Observed multimedia flows of the i -th sensor node, i -th selected multimedia flows
Number of CR sensor users, CR relay nodes, primary users (PUs)
Average number of contending CR nodes in CR transmission
Number of CR channels
Wireless channel capacity
Average arrival rate of each PU to the channel, average departure rate of PU from the channel
Sensing time period, sensing frequency
Average overhead negotiation time between the CR users to access the channel
Probability of false alarm in the decision about the presence of PU
Probability of detection of PU activity in the considered channel
Tolerable multimedia distortion threshold of the sink node
Weight of the i -th sensor node

CR, cognitive radio.

sufficient information to decide on the admission of data flows. All sensor nodes have a single interface that can switch among all traffic channels opportunistically. In CRSNs, there are two types of
sensing operation: spectrum sensing and event sensing. Spectrum sensing is performed to detect the
presence of PUs periodically. Event sensing is performed to detect event occurrence in event area.
2.2. Spectrum sensing and cognitive radio capacity
There are many researches about spectrum sensing in CRNs such as [17–21] that investigate different methods of spectrum sensing. In this research, the basic spectrum-sensing method is used [19].
Let us assume that there are NS CR sensor users and NR CR relay nodes deployed in the sensing
area with CH channels. In addition, there are NP PUs. In this study, it is assumed that channels
have same bandwidth and each PU uses a determined channel .NP D CH /, and also, all the CR
channels have similar PU activity. The PU activity in each channel is modeled as two-state Markov
chain: ON state (transmission state) and OFF state (idle state) [19]. The PU arrivals to their channel
are independent. Accordingly, the length of ON and OFF periods are exponentially distributed, and
each transmission is followed by the Poisson arrival process [19]. The average arrival rate of each
PU to the channel and the average departure rate of each PU from the channel are considered as ra
and rd , respectively.
A CR user senses the spectrum for a sensing time period .Ts / frequently. Sensing frequency .fs /
is the frequency of performing spectrum sensing by a CR user.
The PU’s activities have the critical effect on the available bandwidth of a CR user. Considering
the PU traffic model parameters, the probability of a channel being busy by PUs is [19]
PON D
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Also, the probability of all channels being used by PUs .PONal l / and the probability of at least one
channel being free from PUs .POF F / are
PONal l D .PON /CH
POF F D 1  PONal l D 1  .PON /CH :

(2)

H0 and H1 are the assumptions of ‘PU is in OFF state’ and ‘PU is in ON state’, respectively. The
probability of detection of PU activity in the considered channel is Pd , and the probability of false
alarm in the decision about the presence of PU is Pf . These probabilities are defined as follows [22]:
Pd D P r ¹Y > jH1 º
Pf D P r ¹Y > jH0 º ;

(3)

where Y is the value of the decision metric used by the CR user in spectrum-sensing operation and
the  is the decision threshold. Lower Pd leads to missing the presence of PUs with high probability,
and higher Pf leads to low spectrum utilization. A method to derive these probabilities is presented
in [19]. These probabilities are defined in terms of Q functions based on the central limit theorem.
Because CR users leave the channel in the presence of PUs, the channel capacity for CR in H1
is assumed zero in the considered cognitive channels (the negligible probability of successful data
transmission of the CR users in the presence of PUs is ignored), and CR user should switch to a
free channel.
NC is considered as the average number of contending CR nodes in CR transmission. If CH >
NC , there are enough channels for CR users to transmit data; otherwise, the access probability of a
CR user to a free channel is CH
. As the transmission is periodic with the period of f1s in the absence
NC
of PUs, the useful time to transmit data is f1s  .ts C to /. to is considered as the average overhead
negotiation time between the CR users to access the channel, which depends on the medium access
control (MAC) protocol. Consequently, 1  fs .ts C to / is the ratio of data transmission time to the
period time 1=fs in a CR channel. Hence, the attainable sending rate of a CR user at a channel that
is correctly detected to be available is


CH
RCR D mi n
; 1 .POF F /.1  Pf /.1  fs .ts C to // C;
(4)
NC
where C is the wireless channel capacity.
2.3. Event reliability
In WSNs, when critical event messages are received by the sink node, event reliability is achieved.
In the literature, some event reliability metrics and decision threshold are proposed to evaluate the
reliability of transmission. The threshold value is determined according to application requirements.
In [23], the number of received data packets to the sink node relative to the required number of
packets is considered as event reliability metric. In [24], the weighted number of received packets
to the sink node is considered as event reliability metric. These weights are related to the state of
the source sensor nodes. In [25], a metric is defined as the ratio of achieved goodput to the desired
goodput at the sink node.
2.4. Proposed optimization problem
Providing the user QoS in CR multimedia sensor network is a challenge. First, the multimedia sensors have event-driven burst traffic with limited channel capacity, while PUs may appear suddenly
to use their channel. Second, because of the position of the sensors to the event in the sensing area,
the different amount of traffic with different information correlation among them is sent toward the
sink node.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In this study, our aim is to introduce a CAC mechanism to adapt the input load to the network
with regard to resources and conditions in the CRSNs. We formulate an optimization problem,
CAC-OPT, as follows:
max

K<N

F1 ;:::;FK
2F

Q.F1 ; F2 ; : : : ; FK /

subject to


Q F1 ; : : : ; FK
> Dt h
Q.F1 ; : : : ; FN /
  
R FAg
r 6 RCR :

(5)

(6)
(7)

The objective of this optimization problem (Equation (5)) is to maximize the information of the
transmitted flows toward the sink node. The F1 ; F2 ; : : : ; FN denote all considered multimedia flows,
and Q.F1 ; F2 ; : : : ; FN / denotes their information. Our aim is to select some multimedia flows with
the highest information to send. These K selected flows are determined as F1 ; F2 ; : : : ; FK with the
information Q.F1 ; F2 ; : : : ; FK /. Each flow has its own required bandwidth and its own information. Because of the constraints in the CAC-OPT, only valuable multimedia flows assessed based on
their information of content should be selected to send.
Equation (6) states that the selected flows must guarantee expected multimedia quality. This
relation can be considered as event reliability evaluation metric. Expected multimedia quality is
determined by threshold value Dt h that mentions to the tolerable multimedia distortion of the sink
node. The distortion amount is evaluated by the ratio of information value of the sent multimedia
flows over the information value of all multimedia flows. The value of Dt h depends on application
of sensor network.
When the aggregated bandwidth of selected flows exceeds the existing bandwidth of the CR
channel, the buffer overflow, packet loss probability, and packet end-to-end delay are increased, and
then, congestion occurs in the network. The aggregate rate of the selected flows is matched with the
capacity of CR channel as shown in Equation (7). The RCR denotes the mean attainable sending
rate of the CR user, which is a function of PU activity parameters that is defined in Equation (5),


and also, the R.FAg
r / denotes the aggregated rate of selected flows that is defined as R.FAg r / D
PK

i D1 R.Fi /.
The solution of the CAC-OPT problem depends on the declaration of the Q.:/ function, which
are determined in the next section.
3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
3.1. Weighting process of multimedia flows
The aggregation of multimedia flows needs the multimedia-processing schemes, which are complex
and also time-consuming and power-consuming in the power-constraint and time-sensitive multimedia sensor network communications. In the literature, there are some investigations about data
flow correlation of WSNs that have power-constrained battery. In the [14], the spatial correlation of
the sensor nodes’ observations is studied. In the [15], spatial and temporal data correlation of two
sensors is investigated as the correlation coefficient of two data flows.
In order to define the Q.:/ function, it is better to obtain the correlation of considered sensors’
observation and to obtain the highest priority to the least correlated sensors’ observation. In order to
reach this purpose, the proposed function and algorithm in [14] are used that are summarized as the
following steps:
(1) A disparity function .ıij / is proposed that computes the disparity amount of data issued by
each two sensors i and j based on their location, sensing direction, sensing radius, and also
their angle of view to the sensing area.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(2) A correlation coefficient  is defined as a complementary of the disparity function . D 1ı/.
(3) The information amount of the sent data of sensors is estimated as entropy function (H.S /),
and the  is estimated as the normalized form of mutual information.
(4) According to information theory definitions, the joint entropy of data issued by two sensors
(H.S1 ; S2 /) are calculated.
(5) The joint entropy of data issued by multiple sensors (H.S1 ; : : : ; SN /) is estimated by a
proposed heuristics algorithm.
In this research, a weighting function for data issued by each sensor is proposed. In order to
find weight of the multimedia flows, the amount of pure information issued by each multimedia sensor needs to be estimated. This weight of each multimedia flow can be considered as
H.Si j S1 ; : : : ; Si 1 ; Si C1 ; : : : ; SN / and can be formulated as [26]
H.Si j S1 ; : : : ; Si 1 ; Si C1 ; : : : ; SN / D H.S1 ; : : : ; SN /  H.S1 ; : : : ; Si 1 ; Si C1 ; : : : ; SN /:

(8)

The value of the H.S1 ; : : : ; SN / and H.S1 ; : : : ; Si 1 ; Si C1 ; : : : ; SN / functions can be obtained
according to five mentioned steps in [14]. The more value of the H.Si j S1 ; : : : ; Si 1 ; Si C1 ; : : : ; SN /
for each sensor’s observation leads to more weight for that sensor’s data. The more weight sensor’s
data has, the more priority to send toward the sink node. Significant energy conservation can be
achieved by choosing representative nodes in the event area without degrading event reliability at
the sink node according to this sensor-weighting scheme.
3.2. Branch and bound suboptimal algorithm
Using the mentioned sensor-weighting scheme in the last subsection, the flows issued by multimedia
sensors are weighted, and thus, the CAC-OPT is converted to a decision problem of selecting a
subset of valuable flows subject to event reliability and the QoS constraints. Equations (5), (6), and
(7) are converted into linear functions Equations (9), (10), and (11) through this weighting process.
max W X

Xi 2¹0;1º

(9)

subject to
WX
> Dt h
WI

(10)

RX 6 RCR ;

(11)

where the X vector is considered as the selection vector of issued flows from sensor nodes. W is
the weight vector of the flows, and R is the rate vector of the flows.
Accordingly, the CAC-OPT becomes a kind of a knapsack problem, which is a binary integerprogramming problem. This is a kind of LP problems that is classified as non-deterministic
polynomial-time hard [16]. The BB algorithm is one of the solutions for binary integer-programming
problems. This method prunes non-promising solutions, which reduces search space significantly
in the best cases; however, its computational complexity is as high as of the exhaustive search in
the worst cases [27]. The BB method is based on the principle that the feasible solutions can be
partitioned into the smaller subsets of solutions.
The related BB algorithm of the CAC-OPT is summarized in Algorithm 1. This algorithm
searches the feasible solution as ‘best-first search’. The set of feasible solutions is kept in a queue.
The branching operation is related to the selection of the flows. Two branches of acceptation and
rejection are formed for each multimedia flow corresponding to different admission decisions.
Decision result is related to the fobj , lower bound, and upper bound of the considered flow.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Algorithm-1: The Branch and Bound Algorithm for the CAC-OPT
E flownum, 
Input: Dt h , RCR , VE , R,

Output: Maxobj; bestflows
do while generation of multimedia flows
Initialize Queue toP
Null, Bup ; Maxobj to 0
Initialize Bdown to Ri  Dth
Initialize v:rate, v:value, v:level to 0, v:flows to Null
Queue.push.v/
while Queue ¤ Null
Queue.pop.v/
u:level D v:level C 1
u:rate D v:rate C R.u:level/
u:value D v:value C V .u:level/
u:flows D v:flows
u:flows.push.u:level/
V .u:levelC1/
Bup .u/ D u:value C .RCR  u:rate/  R.u:levelC1/
t:level D v:level C 1
t:rate D v:rate
t:value D v:value
t:flows D v:flows
V .t:levelC1/
Bup .t / D t:value C .RCR  t:rate/  R.t:levelC1/
if fobj .u/ > Maxobj AND v:rate 6 RCR then
Maxobj D fobj .u/
bestflows D u:flows
end if
if Bup .u/ > Maxobj AND Bup .u/ > Bdown .u/ then
Queue.push.u/
end if
if Bup .t / > Maxobj AND Bup .t / > Bdown .t / then
Queue.push.t /
end if
end while
end while

In this algorithm, the lower bound is equivalent to Equation (10) and checks the event reliability
constraint per decision. The upper bound determines the potential objective value of each decision.
The higher decision upper bound that does not exceed the bandwidth of CR channel is selected as
Maxobj. Moreover, the feasible decisions with higher upper bounds than Maxobj are added to the
feasible set. The other decisions with lower upper bounds are pruned.
The algorithm stops if the set of solutions becomes empty. The output is the maximum value of
feasible solutions in the feasible set. Because of the complexity of BB algorithm in the worst case,
proper solutions is obtained from this proposed algorithm when the number of multimedia sensors
is not so large or the network is not so delay sensitive. Otherwise, a suboptimal algorithm should
be applied to solve this problem. In these conditions, some approximation algorithms for knapsack
problem [28] can be used to solve the CAC-OPT.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed admission control mechanism is evaluated through
NS-2 simulation. The simulations have been performed by cognitive radio networks simulator
(CogNS) that is a simulation framework based on network simulator-2 (NS-2) for CR networks
[29]. A CR sensor network is placed in a 500  500 m field. Default simulation settings and CRSN
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table II. Network configuration and simulation settings.

Parameter

CRSN topology parameters
Value/type

Network area
NS
NR
NP
NC
CH
C
.rd ; ra /
ts
to
fs
Pf
Pd
Routing protocol
Transport protocol
Traffic type
Packet size
Dth
Simulation time

500  500 m2
8
4
7
3
7
800 packet/s
(1,1)
0.025 s
0.01 s
1.67 Hz
0
1
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
Constant bit rate (CBR)
100 bytes
0.55
200 s

CRSN, cognitive radio sensor network.

configuration parameters are summarized in Table II. The number of the PUs and frequency channels is taken as 7. It is assumed that each PU has the license of using related frequency channel
individually. The values of NS , NC , and NR are set as 8, 3, and 4, respectively. It is assumed
that the experiments are performed in ideal sensing conditions; accordingly, false alarm and missed
detection probabilities are considered as 1 and 0, respectively. The sensing time is considered to be
0.025 s. Also, the sensing frequency is considered to be 1.67 Hz. The default values of arrival and
departure rates of the PUs are considered to be 1. These two rates are changed for different experiments. The default value of tolerable threshold of multimedia distortion is considered to be 0.55.
Wireless channel capacity is considered to be 800 packets per second. Each experiment is run 10
times, and results are averaged.
In this section, several experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed approach in different
PU’s activities. These PU activity states are depicted in Figure 2. Different PU activity states are
considered based on the length of ON and OFF periods of PU transmissions. When the PU arrival
rate .ra / is greater than the PU departure rate .rd /, the ON period of PUs is longer than the OFF
period; thus, the PON increases. Therefore, this state is considered as a ‘high PU activity’ condition
(the region ra > rd ). Furthermore, when the PU arrival rate is smaller than the PU departure rate,
the ON period of PUs is shorter than the OFF period; thus, the PON decreases. Thus, this state is
considered as a ‘low PU activity’ condition (the region ra < rd ). Also, when the PU arrival rate is
equal to PU departure rate, the length of ON period of PUs equals to that of OFF period. This state
is considered as a ‘medium PU activity’ condition (the line ra D rd ). As depicted in this figure, the
state .rd ; ra / D .0; 0/ is undefined.
4.1. Multimedia flow weighting
The flows have different rates because of their location and angle of view to the sensing area. The
traffic of these multimedia flows is considered as constant bit rate. As discussed later, eight multimedia sensors are considered in the simulation experiments. According to the proposed selection
process of multimedia sensors in [14], the weight of these eight flows are determined. The features
of considered flows, that is, their index, data rate, and obtained weight, are depicted in Table III.
4.2. Packet loss probability
Different applications of the multimedia networks have different packet loss sensitivities. Most multimedia applications are loss-tolerant; however, the surveillance applications are loss-sensitive to a
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Primary user (PU) activity regions. A primary user is in the ‘low PU activity’ region when ra < rd
and also is in the ‘high PU activity’ region when ra > rd . When ra D rd , the PU is in the ‘medium PU
activity’ region (the line ra D rd ).
Table III. Flow features.
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rate ( packet/s)

Weight

120
110
65
80
85
60
100
97

7
2
4
3
6
8
1
5

certain extent. Because some flows are not allowed to transmit toward the sink node, one of the
effects of the proposed admission control mechanism is decrease of packet loss probability. In order
to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed mechanism with regard to the decrease of both transmitted information and packet loss, an information-over-packet loss probability-ratio (IPR) measure is
defined as
IPR D

Q.F1 ; F2 ; : : : ; FK /
;
Packet loss probability

(12)

where the numerator represents the information amount of K admitted flows of N multimedia flows
that is the weighted sum of the flow rates. Figure 3(a) illustrates the decisions of the proposed
admission control about different multimedia flows with regard to the different arrival and departure
rates of PUs (rd ; ra ). The decisions of proposed admission control are illustrated as a set of admitted
flow indexes bellow each PU activity state in Figure 3.
Figure 3(a) represents the IPR value of transmitted multimedia flows in different PU’s activities with and without using the proposed admission control mechanism. In these experiments, the
nominal values 1, 3, and 5 were considered for rd and ra parameters without losing generality.
These values are indicative for simulation purposes and can be set to any other positive real numbers. The PU states .rd ; ra / D .1; 5/ and (1,3) are considered as high-activity states, and the states
.rd ; ra / D .1; 1/, (3,3) and (5,5), PUs are considered as medium-activity states in the channel. Also,
the PU states .rd ; ra / D .3; 1/ and (5,1) are considered as low activity in the channel.
As depicted in Figure 3(a), to adapt the PU states .rd ; ra / D .3; 1/ and (5,1), the flows with
indexes of 1 and 6 are not admitted to transmit to the network. Also, the flows with indexes of
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. The (a) information-over-packet loss probability ratio (IPR), (b) information-over-jitter ratio (IJR),
(c) and information-over-packet end-to-end delay ratio (IDR) values of the proposed mechanism for considered multimedia flows according to different primary user (PU) activity parameters .rd ; ra /. The list of the
admitted flow indexes is represented below each PU activity state, Dt h D 0:55.

1 and 5 are not admitted to transmit in the PU states .rd ; ra / D .1; 1/ and (3,3). Although the
POF F is equal in the PU states .rd ; ra / D .1; 1/, (3,3) and (5,5), the frequency of PU arrival and
departure in PU state .rd ; ra / D .5; 5/ is more than (3,3) and in (3,3) is more than (1,1). Packet
loss probability in the PU state .rd ; ra / D .5; 5/ is more than (3,3) and (1,1). Therefore, in order to
adjust transmitted flows to the PU state .rd ; ra / D .5; 5/, the flows with indexes of 1, 6, and 5 are
not admitted to transmit toward the sink node. In order to adapt to the channel condition in the PU
state .rd ; ra / D .3; 1/ and (5,1), the flows with indexes of 1, 5, 6, and 8 are not admitted to transmit
to the network.
Figure 3(a) depicts that the IPR value of transmitted multimedia flows using admission control is
improved rather than complete sharing of bandwidth between all multimedia flows. This represents
that the decreasing of data packet loss probability is more than the decreasing information of
transmitted flows.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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4.3. Jitter
In the literature, jitter is used as a measure of packet end-to-end delay variance. The high variation
of packet end-to-end delay leads to adverse effects on the multimedia networks’ QoS. This causes
interruptions in the multimedia playback on the receiver side. CR channels are unstable because of
the PU activity. The proposed admission control mechanism decreases sent information, and this
leads to the existence of more free channels for valuable multimedia flows; thus, this provides more
stable conditions and hence less jitter for data transmission. In order to evaluate the efficiency of the
proposed mechanism, it is needed to consider both transmitted information and jitter. Therefore, we
define a measure as information-over-jitter ratio (IJR) as follows
IJR D

Q.F1 ; F2 ; : : : ; FK /
:
Jitter

(13)

As illustrated in Figure 3(b), the IJR value increases using admission control for all PU’s activities.
The main reason of increasing the IJR value is that the decrease in jitter is more significant compared
with the decrease in information value. The denoted decisions of the proposed admission control
in this figure is similar to the description in Section on Packet Loss Probability. Figure 3(b) shows
that this proposed admission control is not so effective in the CR channels with high PU activity,
because high activity of the PUs imposes high interruption to CR users’ data transmission and also
high delay variance.
4.4. Packet end-to-end delay
One of the main sensitivities of most multimedia applications is delay. If the data packets do not
reach the destination in the tolerable interval, these data packets are discarded and cause high packet
end-to-end delay, which hurts real-time event reception to the sink node. The trivial result of the
proposed admission control is the decrease of packet end-to-end delay through admitting only the
more valuable flows (decreasing the transmitted information). This enables the faster reception of
event information by the sink node, which provides the capability of faster reaction to events. In
order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed mechanism, both transmitted information and packet
end-to-end delay must be considered. Therefore, we define a measure as information-over-packet
end-to-end delay ratio (IDR) as follows
IDR D

Q.F1 ; F2 ; : : : ; FK /
:
End-to-end delay

(14)

As illustrated in Figure 3(c), the IDR value increases using admission control for all PU’s activities.
The main reason in the increase of IDR is that the decrease in packet end-to-end delay is more
significant compared with the decrease of the sent information value. Figure 3(c) represents that this
proposed admission control is not so effective in the CR channels with high PU activity, because high
interruption to CR users’ data transmission increases end-to-end delay. Therefore, using CRSNs
with high PU activity to transmit the delay-sensitive multimedia traffic is inappropriate.
4.5. Spectrum-sensing time
As mentioned before, one of the operations of CR networks is sensing operation. This operation is
performed frequently. Sensing time means how long a CR user senses the spectrum to figure out the
PU presence. In the literature, there are many researches to determine the spectrum-sensing time. In
this study, our objective is not to determine the best spectrum-sensing time; our aim is to adapt the
transmitted data to the network and CR channel conditions. The effects of different sensing times
on the packet end-to-end delay and packet loss probability are illustrated in Figure 4. The proposed
admission control decides about the admission of multimedia flows with regard to the different
sensing times. The list of admitted flow indexes is represented below each sensing time. As we see,
more sensing time causes more packet end-to-end delay.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Admission control decisions in different sensing times in (rd ; ra / D .1; 1/.

4.6. Tolerable distortion threshold
The threshold value (Dt h ) determines the tolerable multimedia distortion of the sink node, which
depends on the sensor network application. The admission control decision is affected by Dt h value.
Figure 5 represents the behavior of the network both in the using of the proposed admission control
mechanism and in complete sharing of bandwidth between all flows. In this figure, the IDR, IPR,
and IJR values in the network are depicted according to different amounts of Dt h in two PU activity
states .rd ; ra / D(5,5) and (1,5). In these experiments, the considered values of Dt h are determined
in order to illustrate the effect of Dt h in the decision of the proposed admission control. Figure 5(a),
5(c), and 5(e) illustrates the IDR, IPR, and IJR values of the network with PU activity as (rd ; ra / D
.5; 5/, respectively. Also, Figure 5(b), 5(d) and 5(f) illustrates the IDR, IPR, and IJR values of the
network with PU activity as (rd ; ra / D .1; 5/, respectively. In these figures, the black and gray
bars represent the considered measure with admission control mechanism and complete sharing,
respectively. The greater value of Dt h leads to give the admission for more number of flows in order
to send toward the sink node. The proposed mechanism is more effective in lower Dt h values in
comparison to higher values of Dt h and also in the medium PU activity states rather than the high
PU activity states.
The appropriate value of Dt h can be determined based on the application QoS requirements.
The values of packet end-to-end delay, packet loss ratio, and jitter in the network are illustrated in
Figure 6 according to different amounts of Dt h for the PU activities .rd ; ra / D .5; 5/ and (1,5).
Figure 6(a), 6(c), and 6(e) illustrates the packet end-to-end delay, packet loss ratio, and jitter values
in the network with the PU activity of (rd ; ra / D .5; 5/, respectively. Also, Figure 6(b), 6(d), and
6(f) illustrates the values of packet end-to-end delay, packet loss ratio, and jitter in the network with
the PU activity of (rd ; ra / D .1; 5/, respectively.
For delay-sensitive and distortion-tolerable applications, the lower values of Dt h is appropriate
in the proposed admission control. For a given application, suppose that the QoS requirements are
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. The information-over-packet end-to-end delay ratio (IDR), information-over-packet loss probability ratio (IPR) and information-over-jitter ratio (IJR) values of the network in primary user activity states
.rd ; ra / D .5; 5/ and (1,5) with admission control and complete sharing of bandwidth between all flows in
different Dt h values.

considered delay 6 0:015 s, packet loss ratio 6 0:02, and jitter 6 0:005 s. According to Figure 6,
the Dt h 6 0:4 is appropriate for this application in .rd ; ra / D(5,5). However, there is no proper
Dt h in order to provide the QoS requirements of the considered application in the network with the
PU activity of .rd ; ra / D(1,5). Furthermore, suppose that the QoS requirements are delay 6 0:1 s,
packet loss ratio 6 0:06, and jitter 6 0:17 s. According to Figure 6, the Dt h 6 0:4 is proper in
.rd ; ra / D(1,5), and also, the Dt h 6 0:75 is appropriate in .rd ; ra / D(5,5) in order to satisfy the
QoS constraints.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. The packet end-to-end delay, packet loss ratio, and jitter values of the network in primary user
activity states as (rd ; ra )=(5,5) and (1,5) with admission control and complete sharing of bandwidth between
all flows in different Dt h values.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a CAC mechanism has been proposed to provide the quality of multimedia service
requirements in CRSNs. An optimization problem named CAC-OPT has been introduced to optimize the admission decisions. This problem has been converted to a kind of a knapsack problem
using a weighting scheme and solved by BB method. The efficiency of the proposed admission control mechanism has been confirmed by extensive simulations. Simulation results demonstrated that
packet end-to-end delay, jitter, and packet loss probability have been improved. Finally, it can be
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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concluded that existence of an admission control can be significant and effective to provide QoS
requirements in CRSNs with low-activity or medium-activity PUs .
A CAC on variable bit rate traffic in CR multimedia sensor networks and the effective bandwidth
exploration of this high-dynamicity traffic can be considered in future work. Furthermore, a delay
constraint for the transmission of the multimedia packets can be added to optimization problem in
another future work.
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